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Love of Life 

 
 

The love of a life can die through no fault of the life. There can be external sources, vast unseen 

forces operating from impossible removes that are experienced as essentially arbitrary. They are 

incalculable, insidious, infinitesimal and unfair. And love can die from them, suddenly and savagely, 

slowly and surely. A life might rely on love to protect it, so that it can get on with work and a home 

of suitable standing at some point. Life can be the pragmatic one. Life will just assume love will 

always have its back. So that a life can engender other lives, tiny joyous things initially, nurtured by a 

life lived on love and marriage, love as luxury, work as wages and retreat. Love ages a life, sets it in 

motion; reaps the little rewards. A life does not mind a bit, well most of the time. A life will not see 

death coming for its love until it is too late and life cannot know there will be life without love. Love 

will be taken from life as instalment, the writing on the wall, the signature in blood and then life will 

know that its days are numbered, stretched and soaked in a calendar of dressing. 

 

A life has only known a lack of love as a premise, an awkward adolescent phase when life merely 

contemplated love abstractly, looked for and compared love with like. Life had been a student of 

love before graduating to an impulsive alliance, a first sight and taste triumph that will never be 

equalled or even emulated. The love confirms the life, sets it in an intimate manoeuvre. The love of a 

life will do wonders for self-confidence, for ingenuity and enterprise. A life will prosper, surmount 

challenges, grow steadfast and superior surprisingly swiftly. A life is well read but less practised, 

assumes one compensates for the other and that a niche insulates against greater scrutiny. But this 

is to disappoint a family of significant others, a father’s ghost and greying mothers. A life patronises, 

pontificates and professes peer parity, gets a little over-lubricated with love’s lax irregularity. A life 

wants the final word on professional and amateur matters but love is to backslide when quizzed by 

madding hatters. 

 

Soon love grows bored with life’s blind dependence, with bland diffidence and bloody dependents. 

Blithe spirit must out and about in short with a shout. Love wants more from life and leads it on a 

merry dance through the circle of other parties, therapy and adult classes, a few short sessions 

careering through lust favours. Life will know humiliation, at least at one remove, when it reaches 

the courts, can avert its gaze to the worst of foreplays, forgive love its trespasses and kinky lingerie. 

Life retreats and retraces with a love tour proper, the old world, the best world, the feasts in 

passing. Love and life spend big on the getaway from hell; just the two of them, the best labels are 

their bags when they go all the way, the civilisation of seniors and the itinerary of taste. Love of life 

is in recovery, rediscovery and reconnaissance, only to succumb to snobbery, name-dropping, and 

conspicuous gilt on guilt. There is the past and there is pretence. Love buys freely, life tires easily; 

they have never seen it all before. There is consolation in the smug circle, the carefully observed 

courtesies and protocols; where the benevolence of insiders elevates the room to hushed farce. 

 

Life with love supposedly needs nothing more but cannot settle for less, slowly withdraws from the 

challenge of living with poor and parting love. The more and partying love has already shown life the 

door and life recognises it for what it is and must at least preserve the memory of past love. It is a 

blunt arrangement. The past becomes all there is to life. Television, radio, the press and online all 

distract life, dilute love, are surplus to requirements or somehow obsolete. There is nothing more to 

be known. Life becomes something of a hermit, frail and vulnerable, tetchy and non-committal. 

Declining health becomes an obsession. Life without love is a crippled, inconsolable thing. Mobility 

becomes an issue. Balance and flexibility deteriorate. Flesh follows spirit, ominously. Life can only 

read old favourites or rewrites, listen to music of its youth, movies and TV of a reassuring era. 
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Nothing can be new or clear. Life is trapped in a history of love as eternal, but that is a lie and makes 

life pathetic and self-pitying.  

 

Life made the best of love but love could not make the best of life. Ultimately life had been too 

hasty, impatient; too intent upon a plan for after college. Can life be blamed for the good fortune of 

meeting true love at such a convenient juncture? Life had been lucky but luck rarely lasts a lifetime. 

Did no-one ever point this out? To celebrate good luck is to acknowledge bad luck, even if one 

supposes it rests only with others. But in the end life knows, even if it cannot admit it. Later life 

grows bitter when luck runs out and love dies. Life waits resentfully, to be the last to leave, cannot 

believe there is life after love, cannot find it in the final refuge, amid the glowing paperwork, would 

not believe it if it did somehow find it there. Because it lies outside, with the world, in the roll of 

seasons and the pitch to public affairs, in the scents of succession and the rattle and din of 

unrecognised song. Life has not the strength to face it all without love, has never had that strength, 

has never needed to have it. 

 

Other lives are inured through rejection, betrayal, failure, poverty and despair, roll with the punches, 

smell the blossom while they sidestep turds. They have learned to get by with less, with just hope or 

memory, civility and suspicion. And they diversify assets, spread their skills and circles and keeps 

backs to the wall. They are as at home in the world as they are in private. But the one long love of 

life leaves it hopelessly ill-equipped to learn or adapt later. It is too late. Love is not to be discounted 

or decried by any means, but in the long run there can sometimes be too much of a good thing.  

 

 

 

 


